TRAINING SEMINARS

MONDAY, JULY 29, 2019
ONE-DAY SEMINARS

Basic Contamination Monitoring
Ron Dietz, Michael Guerguis | $750 | CECs: 8
Practical QA/QC Considerations in Gamma Spectroscopy
Tim Royals | $750 | CECs: 8
Introduction to LabSOCS™ Software
Dave Groff | $750 | CECs: TBA
Be Certain About Uncertainty Calculations NEW!
Henrik Persson | $750 | CECs: TBA
NDA 2000™ 64 bit Version 6.0 Software NEW!
Patrick Chard | $750 | CECs: TBA
DMC 3000™ Electronic Dosimeter Training
Jean-Louis Masseau | $750 | CECs: TBA

TUESDAY, JULY 30, 2019
ONE-DAY SEMINARS

Advanced Contamination Monitoring
Ron Dietz, Jeff DuPont, Michael Guerguis | $750 | CECs: 16
MDA from the Ground Up NEW!
Henrik Persson | $750 | CECs: TBA
Getting the Most Accurate Model with the LabSOCS™ Beaker Editor – Advanced LabSOCS NEW!
Dave Groff | $750 | CECs: TBA
iCAM™ Operational Training
Tim Royals | $750 | CECs: 16
Validation of Gamma Spectroscopy Results
Doug Van Cleef | $750 | CECs: TBA
Expansion of ISOCS™ to Non-Destructive Assay NEW!
Marcel Villani | $750 | CECs: TBA
Radiation Safety Awareness Training
Andrew Karam | $750 | CECs: TBA

MONDAY & TUESDAY, JULY 29-30, 2019
TWO-DAY SEMINARS

Creating Genie™ 2000 Analysis Scripts NEW!
Greg Landry | $1500 | CECs: TBA
Fundamentals of Gamma Spectroscopy
Mike Diaz | $1500 | CECs: 16
Genie™ 2000 Gamma Analysis Foundations & Optimization
Cathey Sharp | $1500 | CECs: 16
Introduction to Stimulsoft Report Template Editing NEW!
Carl Nettleton | $1500 | CECs: TBA
Apex-Alpha/Beta™ Operations
Lee Reagan | $1500 | CECs: 16

TUESDAY, JULY 30, 2019
HALF-DAY SEMINAR

Wireless Telemetry Applications
Perry White, Jason Stevenson, Dan Ipoletta | $495 | CECs: TBA

SCHEDULE AT A GLANCE

SUNDAY | MONDAY | TUESDAY | WEDNESDAY | THURSDAY | FRIDAY

AM

Training Seminars

AM & PM

Golf Outing

Training Seminars

Breakout Sessions

HI-20 Track

RMS Track

Sentinel Track

WORKSHOP

Radiation Instrumentation and Emergency Response Workshop

EVENINGS

Welcome Reception

Demo Room

Dinner

For up-to-date information and to register online, visit www.mirionconnect.com